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GOOD MORNING!



GOOD MORNING!
• I hate keynotes. 

• (Except those by Fx and Dan Geer.) 

• I love proofs of concept. 

• Short, nifty tricks. 

• No grand theories, no unnecessary tables.
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Did you know that you can 
just start a journal?

• A neighbor and I started a journal. 

• No peer review, just a benevolent dictatorship. 

• Pastor Manul Laphroaig, Amateur Tyrant



International Journal of PoC k GTFO

Issue 0x00, a CFP with PoC

An epistle from the desk of Rt. Revd. Pastor Manul Laphroaig

pastor@phrack.org

August 5, 2013

Legal Note: Permission to use all or part of this work for personal, classroom, or whatever other use is NOT

granted unless you make a copy and pass it to a neighbor without fee, excepting libations o↵ered by the aforementioned

neighbor in order to facilitate neighborly hacking, and that said copy bears this notice and the full citation on the first

page. Because if burning a book is a sin—which it surely is!—then copying of a book is your sacred duty. For uses in

outer space where a neighbor to share with cannot be readily found, seek blessing from the Pastor and kindly provide

your orbital ephemerides and radio band so that updates could be beamed to you via the Southern Appalachian

Space Agency (SASA).

1 Call to Worship

Neighbors, please join me in reading this first issue of the International Journal of Proof of Concept or Get
the Fuck Out, a friendly little journal for ladies and gentlemen of distinguished ability and taste in the field
of computer security and the architecture of weird machines.

In Section 2, Travis Goodspeed will show you how to build your own antiforensics hard disk out of an
iPod by simple patching of the open source Rockbox firmware. The result is a USB disk, which still plays
music, but which will also self destruct if forensically imaged.

In Section 3, Julian Bangert and Sergey Bratus provide some nifty tricks for abusing the di↵erences in
ELF dialect between exec() and ld.so. As an example, they produce a file that is both a library and an
executable, to the great confusion of reverse engineers and their totally legitimate IDA Pro licenses.

Section 4 is a sermon on the subjects of Bitcoin, Phrack, and the den on iniquity known as the RSA
Conference, inviting all of you to kill some trees in order to save some source. It brings the joyful news that
we should all shut the fuck up about hat colors and get back to hacking!

Delivering even more nifty ELF research, Bx presents in Section 5 a trick for returning from the ELF
loader into a libc function by abuse of the IFUNC symbol. There’s a catch, though, which is that on amd64
her routine seems to pass a very restricted set of arguments. The first parameter must be zero, the second
must be the address of the function being called, and the third argument must be the address of the symbol
being dereferenced. Readers who can extend this into an arbitrary return to libc are urged to do it and share
the trick with others!

Remembering good times, Section 6 by FX tells us of an adventure with Barnaby Jack, one which features
a golden vending machine and some healthy advice to get the fuck out of Abu Dhabi.

Finally, in Section 7, we pass the collection plate and beg that you contribute some PoC of your own.
Articles should be short and sweet, written such that a clever reader will be inspired to build something
nifty.
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Proceedings of the Society of PoC k GTFO
Issue 0x01, an Epistle to the 10th H2HC in São Paulo

From the writing desk, not the raven, of Rt. Revd. Preacherman Pastor Manul Laphroaig
pastor@phrack org

October 6, 2013

Legal Note: Permission to use all or part of this work for personal, classroom or whatever other use is NOT
granted unless you make a copy and pass it to a neighbor without fee. Because if burning a book is a sin, then
copying books is your sacred duty. For uses in locations where photocopiers are held under lock and key, we politely
suggest the use of typewriter samizdat

1 Call to Worship

Neighbors, please join me in reading this second issue of the International Journal of Proof of
Concept or Get the Fuck Out, a friendly little collection of articles for ladies and gentlemen
of distinguished ability and taste in the field of software exploitation and the worship of weird
machines. If you are missing Issue 0x00, we politely suggest pirating it from the usual locations,
or on paper from a neighbor who picked up a copy in Vegas.

In Section 2, Dan Kaminsky presents of all strange things a defensive PoC! His four lines
of Javascript seem to produce random bytes, but that can’t possibly be right. If you disagree
with him, POC||STFU.

This issue’s devotional is in Section 3, where Travis Goodspeed shares a thought experiment
in which Ada Lovelace and Serena Butler fight on opposite sides of the Second War on General
Purpose Computing using Don Lancaster’s TV Typewriter as ammunition.

In the grand tradition of backfiring parse tree differentials, Ange Albertini shares in Section 4
a nifty trick for creating a PE file that is interpreted differently by Windows XP, 7, and 8.
Perhaps you’ll use this as an anti-reversing trick, or perhaps you’ll finally learn why TinyPE
doesn’t work after XP. Either way, neighborliness abounds.

In Section 5, Julia Wolf demonstrates on four napkins how to make a PDF that is also a
ZIP. Perhaps, dear reader, if you are reading this from a PDF you might find a file or two to
be attached?

In Section 6, Josh Thomas will teach you a how to permanently brick an Android phone by
screwing around with its voltage regulators in quick kernel patch. We the editors remind readers to send only
quality, technical correspondence to Josh; any rubbish that merely advocates your chosen brand of cellphone
should be sent to jobs@paper.li.

Today’s sermon, to be found in Section 7, concerns the divinity of programming languages, from PHP to
BASIC. Following along with a little scripture and a lot of liquor, we’ll see that every language has a little
something special to make it worth learning and teaching. Except Java.

Finally, in Section 8, we pass the collection plate and beg that you contribute some PoC of your own.
Articles should be short and sweet, written such that a reader will be inspired to build something clever.

This issue is dedicated to the continuing ministry of Mitch Altman, a Johnny Appleseed of soldering
literacy who has taught countless adults and countless children in countless cities to build their own elec-
tronics.
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Children’s Bible Coloring Book of PoC k GTFO
Issue 0x02, an Epistle to the 30th CCC Congress in Hamburg

Composed by the Rt. Revd. Pastor Manul Laphroaig to put pwnage before politics.

pastor@phrack org

December 28, 2013

Legal Note: If you have received this book without a cover or crayons, you should be aware that your friends
are awesome! It was produced by samizdat from the freely available pocorgtfo02.pdf. Neighbor, you have our
blessing to copy this as you like. Yodel it, preach it, doodle it, and share this gospel with the whole of creation,
’cause we don’t give a shit.

1 Call to Worship
Please join me in reading this third issue of the International Journal of Proof of Concept or Get the
Fuck Out, a friendly little collection of articles for ladies and gentlemen of distinguished ability and taste
in the field of software exploitation and the worship of weird machines. If you are missing the first two
issues, we the editors suggest pirating them from the usual locations, or on paper from a neighbor who
picked up a copy of the first in Vegas or the second in São Paulo.

This edition is written to the fine neighbors of the Chaos Computer Club in honor of their thirtieth
congress, to be held this December in Hamburg. As in prior issues, you’ll find plenty of pwnage, some
neighborly preaching, and no politics.

In Section 2, Pastor Laphroaig preaches that in the tradition of Noah and of Howard Hughes, we
should build our own fucking birdfeeders.

Brother Myron Aub takes a break from his evangelical promotion of Graphitics to teach us a little
about the PGP Message format in Section 3. It turns out that RFC 4880 gives him just enough room
to encode an LZ-compression quine within a message, and the PGP interpreter is just “smart”1 enough
to keep decoding it ’till the cows come home. Perhaps other weird machines remain to be found?

Natalie Silvanovich shares in Section 4 her techniques for reliably dropping shellcode into the Tam-
agotchi’s 6502 controller from malicious plugin cartridges. Her exploit requires a number of nifty tricks,
not least of which is that the some bits of the program counter are ignored in this architecture, so her
victim executes the right code from the wrong address! It is feared that this technology might be used

1Because things marketed as “smart” usually aren’t, at least not for the buyer’s benefit. Truly, the world does occasionally
need reminding that stupid is as stupid does.
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AN ADDRESS
to the

SECRET SOCIETY
of

POC k GTFO
concerning

THE GOSPEL OF THE WEIRD MACHINES
and also

THE SMASHING OF IDOLS TO BITS AND BYTES
by the Rt. Revd. Dr.

PASTOR MANUL LAPHROAIG
pastor@phrack org

March 2, 2014

PHILADELPHIA:
Published by the Tract Association of POCkGTFO and Friends,

And to be Had from Their Street Prophet,
Omar, at the Corner of 45th and Locust,

Or on the Intertubes as pocorgtfo03.pdf,
Which Could Just as Well Be

pocorgtfo03.jpg, pocorgtfo03.raw, pocorgtfo03.zip,
or pocorgtfo03.png.enc.

No 0x03 Самиздат
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TRACT
de la

SOCIÉTÉ SECRÈTE
de

POC k GTFO
sur

L’ÉVANGILE DES MACHINES ÉTRANGES
et autres

SUJETS TECHNIQUES
par le prédicateur

PASTEUR MANUL LAPHROAIG
pastor@phrack org

June 2, 2014

MONTRÉAL:
Published by the Tract Association of POCkGTFO and Friends,

And to be Had from Their Street Prophet,
Laphroaig, at the Corner of

Rue Ste-Catherine and Rue Jeanne-Mance
Or on the Intertubes as pocorgtfo04.pdf.
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Let’s hear some stories!



Nifty Tricks for Today
• Active Disk Antiforensics 

• PGP Matryoshka Doll 

• PDF+Zip Polyglot 

• Angecryption 

• Strange Python Encodings



Active Disk Antiforensics 
PoC||GTFO 0:2



Active Disk Antiforensics
• You think of a disk as a block device. 

• Blocks are written, then read back intact. 

• Sometimes they are damaged. 

• A disk is really a server. 

• Host makes requests by SCSI or ATA. 

• Software in the disk responds.







iPod is a Computer
• Low-end ARM with hardware MP3 decoding. 

• Custom operating systems 

• iPod Linux, Rockbox 

• Disk Mode is implemented in software. 

• C code translates USB Mass Storage to ATA.



iPod Disk Layout

• First sector is MBR. 

• Then comes the iPod Firmware. 

• Finally, there is a FAT32 or HFS+ partition for music.



iPod Disk Layout

• First sector is MBR. 

• Then comes the iPod Firmware. 

• Finally, there is a FAT32 or HFS+ partition for music.

This is *NEVER* legitimately 
read by the host!



Fingerprinting a Host OS
• Windows 

Reads the Master Boot Record (MBR) 9 times. 

• FreeBSD 
Speaks some antique SCSI requests. 

• OpenBSD 
Doesn’t delay on SCSI errors. 

• Linux  
Varies by automounter.



Fingerprinting Disk Imaging

• tar -cf mnt.tar /mnt  
Follows the filesystem structures,  
never reading empty space,  
or deleted files, or orphaned inodes. 

• dd if=/dev/sdc of=forensics.img  
This reads from the beginning to the end,  
in order, as large blocks, without reading ahead,  
and without following filesystem or partition structs.



So let’s make a trap!
• Pick an unused sector early in the disk. 

• The sector must be one that is *NEVER* read. 

• If this sector is read anyways, 

• Erase all future sectors. 

• Reply with legitimate-looking garbage.



Disk Imaging my iPod





Beyond a PoC

• ACSAC 2014, Seagate Disk Backdoor 

• Talk to Aurélien Francillon.  He’s here! 

• Sprites Mods, Western Digital Reverse Engineering 

• He booted Linux on a WD hard disk!



Myron Aub’s  
PGP Matryoshka Doll

PoC||GTFO 2:3



PGP Matryoshka Doll
• RFC 4880, `OpenPGP Message Format’  

by Phil Zimmerman 

• Messages are compressed or encrypted. 

• These are just containers, and they can be nested! 

• You can required more than one key for decrypt. 

• You can compress more than once.



Lempel-Ziv (LZ) 
Compression

• A dictionary is used as shorthand for a larger file. 

• The output of the decompression can be the same 
as the input.



PGP Quine
• Message, when decompressed, is itself. 

• After decompression, the parser tries to go deeper. 

• And deeper. 

• And deeper. 

• And deeper!



PGP Quine

• GnuPG fixed this bug. 

• Symantec PGP didn’t fix this bug.



PDF that’s a ZIP File 
PoC||GTFO 1:5

• Zip files begin with a footer near the end of a file. 

• This makes them easy to combine with other files. 

• cat foo.gif foo.zip >zipgif.bin 

• PDF also ends near the end.













PDF+ZIP

• For very small Zips, just  
cat foo.pdf foo.zip >bar.pdf 

• For larger files, insert the zip just before the PDF’s 
closing xref table. 

• This is reliable, and we’ve shipped it in every 
release since the first.





Angecryption 
PoC||GTFO 3:11 

!

Ange Albertini 
Jean-Philippe Aumasson



Angecryption

• pocorgtfo03.pdf was a valid PDF file. 

• Encrypt it with AES CBC to get a valid PNG file.  
key=“Manul Laphroaig!”  
IV=5B F0 15 E2 04 8C E3 D3 8C 3A 97 E7 8B 79 5B C1 

• Ain’t that nifty?



Angecryption
• It’s easy to control ECB-mode data before or after 

encryption. 

• AES(controlled)=uncontrolled 

• controlled=AES(uncontrolled)  
AES^-1(controlled)=uncontrolled 

• Angecryption lets us make a file valid before and 
after encryption, with different contents!



The Nifty Trick
• In ECB mode, we control each block before or after 

encryption. 

• In CBC mode, the same is true, except 

• The very first block is XOR’ed with the IV, 

• and we control the IV, so 

• we control Block 0 before and after encryption!



Weird Python Encoding 
PoC||GTFO 3:10 
Frederik Baun



10.2 The PoC
Recognizing that cevag is the Rot13 encoding of Python’s print command, it’s easy to test this strange
behavior.

% cat poc.py
#! /usr/bin/python
#encoding: rot13
cevag ’Hello World’
% ./poc.py
Hello World
%

10.3 Caveats
Sadly, this only works in Python versions 2.X, starting with 2.5. My current test with Python 3.3 yields first
an unknown encoding error (the “rot13” alias has sadly been removed, so that only “rot-13” and “rot_13”
could work). But Python 3 also distinguishes strings from bytearrays, which leads to type errors when
trying this PoC in general. Perhaps rot_13.py in the python distribution might itself be broken?

There are numerous other formats to be found in the encodings directory, such as ZIP, BZip2 and Base64,
but I’ve been unable to make them work. Most lead to padding and similar errors, but perhaps a clever
reader can make them work.

And with this, I close the chapter of Python encoding stories. TGSB!
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Proofs by Construction



Proof of Concept is 
Proof by Construction

• A proof by construction is the best kind of proof. 

• See Euclid’s proof that there are infinitely many 
prime numbers. 

• Stop calling them unscientific!  
Stop demanding statistics! 

• ``You can’t argue with a root shell.’’



Go now in peace.
• Read your scripture. 

• PoC||GTFO, Phrack, and SSTIC proceedings! 

• Preach the good news! 

• Conference talks, soap box. 

• ``Hey, want to learn a cool trick?’’



Credits
• Antiforensic iPod, PoC||GTFO 0:2 

Travis Goodspeed 

• PGP Matryoshka, PoC||GTFO 2:3 
Myron Aub 

• PDF Zip File, PoC||GTFO 1:5 
Julia Wolf 

• Angecryption, PoC||GTFO 3:11 
Ange Albertini  
Jean-Philippe Aumasson 

• Weird Python Encoding, PoC||GTFO 3:10 
Frederik Braun


